
Physics revision
1. Do this on slideshow so the answers come up 

as an animation
2. You need a calculator at hand

3. You need to take you time and check each 
questions answers if you want to learn

4. Don’t miss things out



Chapter 1:
Energy transfer by heating



Answer these questions first
1. What does energy allow us to do?
2. Name as many types of energies as you can.
3. What is an energy source/resource?
4. What is the electromagnetic spectrum?
5. What is infrared radiation?
6. What surfaces are good absorbers of infrared radiation?
7. What surfaces are poor absorbers of infrared radiation?
8. What are the three states of matter?
9. Why are solids better conductors of heat and electricity? 
10. What are the three ways we can transfer heat from one place to another?
11. What are the properties of a good insulator?
12. Why is air a better insulator than solids?
13. What is a fluid?
14. Describe convection.
15. What is evaporation?
16. What is condensation?
17. Describe how a vacuum/thermos flask reduces heat loss.
18. What is specific heat capacity?
19. How can we insulate a house to reduce heat loss?
20. What does ‘payback time’ mean?

1. work
2. Heat (thermal), sound, light, electrical, 
chemical, gravitational potential energy, 
elastic, movement (kinetic)

3. Where we obtain 
energy from

4. A group of waves that are arranged in terms 
of their wavelengths. They transfer energy 
from one place to another.

5. One of the electromagnetic waves. We feel it as 
heat. All objectives emit infrared radiation. 6. Dark 

matt

7. 
Silver 
shiny

8. solids, liquids and gases9. The particles are close together so energy is 
transferred easily10. convection, conduction and 

radiation

11. They trap air12. The particles are further 
apart13. Liquid or gas

14. Heat transfer through fluids (liquids 
or gases)15. When a liquid is heated and turns 

into a gas

16. Gas is cooled and turns into liquid

17.
-Plastic top/cap- reduces heat loss by conduction and 
convection
- silver inside- reflects heat back into the flask
- vacuum- only infrared radiation can travel through a vacuum, 
so heat loss is reduced by conduction and convection 

18. The amount of energy needed to raise the temperature of 1kg 
of a substance by 1 degrees C19. 

-Cavity wall insulation
-Double-glazing
-Draught excluder
-Loft insulation

20. How many years it takes for an 
appliance or installation to pay for 
itself in terms of energy savings.



solid

gas

solid



(ii) What is the main way heat is transferred through the walls of a house?
.............................................................................................................

ii) conduction

The walls are solid, so it can’t be convection this time



(a) energy needed to produce evaporation 
comes from the body

Evaporation from the body (e.g. through 
sweat) increases heat loss.
therefore this stops the body temperature 
rising



-the marbles model / act as molecules
-Some of the molecules are leaving the liquid 
which suggests evaporation is occurring





(b) conduction

• temperature of the potato OR
• temperature of the surroundings
• size/surface area of the potato

(foil) it is silver remmeber- is a poor emitter (of heat radiation)



(b) What happens to the wasted energy?

(b) transferred to surroundings / 
atmosphere

or becomes spread out



(i) all electromagnetic waves travel at the 
same speed through a vacuum, (so
assume same speed in air)



(a) ions / electrons gain (kinetic) energy
accept atom / particles / molecules for ion
accept ions vibrate faster
accept ions vibrate with a bigger amplitude
accept ions vibrate more
do not accept ions move faster
1

(free) electrons transfer energy by collision with ions
or energy transferred by collisions between vibrating ions



- fit draughtproof strips OR
- lay carpet OR
- fit curtains OR
- close doors / windows / curtains

‘double glazing’ alone is insufficient

convection



i) vacuum
do not allow stopper

It has to be the vacuum because out of the three types of heat transfer (conduction, 
convection and radiation), only radiation can travel through a vacuum. So vacuums reduce 
heat transfer by not allowing conduction or convection to occur!



in a vacuum, (absence of particles) means no (transfer of energy between)
particles for conduction OR convection
accept particles or atoms or molecules or electrons

silvered surface

silvered is a bad emitter/radiator

Vacuum flask questions



3 to choose from:

plastic/glass walls; 
vacuum; 
insulating top



Carries heat up (as convection current)

By conduction or from molecule to molecule

By radiation or as IR



- hot water rises (not heat)
- due to convection currents

or water expands/becomes less dense on 
heating
or less dense water rises



surround/cover/insulate tank with poor 
conductor or named insulator

inside hotter (than outside)

(heat transfer by) conduction



£1000- (100+350+250+150)= 
£150



…….. Conduction (the door is solid remember)



radiation

conduction

convection

insulation



(a) convection
air is heated by the burner / particles gain 
energy
air expands / particles move about more / 
particles move faster
air becomes less dense / particles are more 
spread out
air rises / particles rise - not heat rises
air from C moves into the heater / particles 
from C move into the heater to
replace it / them
any four for 1 mark each



absorber

reflector

emitter



(a) loft insulation
energy saved in 10 years £600
net saving (600 – 110) £490

OR
hot water jacket
energy saved in 10 years £140
This is the highest percentage saving on cost



transfers more useful energy

Insulation- allow example e.g fibreglass

double glazing- allow curtains

draught excluder
allow double glazing / close fitting door
allow turning down thermostat once only / turn down the heating



put in draught excluder (or described)
or strip or description of filling gaps
or seal gaps

(insulate it) with fibre glass or foam

fill the cavity with fibre glass or foam

double glaze or draw the curtains or
blinds or thicker glass 



conduction convection

radiation

evaporation convection

convection

conduction



-matt absorbs energy (better than shiny)
-the opposite arguments are acceptable
-black absorbs energy (better than white)

D, C or B, in either order, then A





Chapter 2:
Using energy 



Complete these questions first
1. What does the law of conservation say?
2. What does energy allow us to do?
3. What is useful energy?
4. What is wasteful energy?
5. Where does most of the wasteful energy go to?
6. What is most wasteful energy?
7. What does efficiency mean?
8. What does an ‘efficient light bulb’ mean?
9. How do you calculate the efficiency of an appliance?
10. What are the units for energy?

1. Energy can’t be created or destroyed

2. Work (e.g. Move)
3. Energy that is transferred into the form we want

4. Energy that is not usefully transferred. 
5. To the surroundings

6. heat, but not all
7. How useful an appliance is

8. It transfers more light energy and less 
heat energy

1. Energy can’t be created or destroyed

9. useful/input x 100
10. Joules (J)





(a) (i) 0.6
or
60%



light

electrical



a) (i) heat

heat



448+32= 480/800
0.6
accept 60 %



0.3 or 30%



In an electric motor, the wasted energy is heat and sound.
So if you add them up, it makes 22.

(i) 22 (J/s)



20J 60J

20J



(ii) 1
(iii) 60% or 0.6

temperature increases or (cause) convection 
(currents)
accept gets warmer
accept gets hotter



5

60

15



600/150= 4

4 years



(a) 10 ÷ 15 = 2/3 or 0.67
1
12 × 2/3 or 12 × 0.67
= 8 (months)



(a) four calculations correctly shown
200 × 10 – 1800 = £200
100 × 10 – 2400 = –£1400
50 × 10 – 600 = –£100
20 × 10 – 75 = 125
accept four final answers only or obvious 
rejection of solar water heater and underfloor
heating, with other two calculations 
completed any 1 complete calculation 
correctly
shown or showing each saving × 10 of all four 
calculations = 1 mark answers in terms of 
savings as a percentage of installation cost may 
score savings mark only
2
hot water boiler
correct answers only



Chapter 3:
electrical energy



Answer these questions first

1. Give examples of electrical appliances.
2. What does power mean?
3. How do you calculate power?
4. How do you calculate the total cost of electrical energy supplied to an appliance?
5. What does cost effectiveness mean?
6. What does pay back time mean?
7. What are the units for power?
8. A thousand Watts is....

1. kettle, hair dryer, washing machine
2. The rate at which an electrical appliance 
transfers energy3. power= energy/time

4. Number of kWh X cost per kWh
5. Value for money

6. How many years it takes for an appliance 
to pay off (see questions inside this topic 
and you will learn!!)

7. Watts (W)
8. 1 kilowatt! (kW)



gravitational or potential

light



chemical

kinetic or movement



(iii) transferred to surroundings
accept goes into the air
accept heats the surroundings up
accept gets spread out



b) energy = power × time (we have reversed 
the equation)
1
power = 0.85 kW, time = 0.1
1
energy = 0.085 kWh



Chapter 4:
generating electricity



Answer these questions first

1. Is electricity a type of energy?
2. Name the three fossil fuels.
3. What is a fossil fuel?
4. Which one has a quicker start up time- a gas or coal power station?
5. What is a power station?
6. What is the difference between a nuclear and a fossil fuel (coal/oil/gas) power 

station?
7. Name some renewable energy resources.
8. What is an energy resources/energy source?
9. What is geothermal energy source?
10. What is the national grid?
11. What is the job of a step-up transformer?
12. What is the job of a step-down transformer?
13. What does start-up time mean?

1. yes! 
2. coal, oil and gas

3. Dead animal or plant that has turned into fuel over millions of 
years. A fuel is a source of energy.4. A gas power station 

5. Where electricity is generated from burning fuels like coal, 
oil, gas or nuclear power

6. Fossil fuel power stations involve burning fossil fuels (coal, oil or gas) 
to generate electricity. Nuclear power stations involve using another 
fuel called uranium which undergoes nuclear fission (splitting) and the 
energy released from this process is used to generate electricity. 

7. wind, tidal, hydroelectric, geothermal... 

8. Where we generate energy from 
9. Heat from the Earth that can be used to 
generate electricity 10. A network of cables and pylons that connects 

power stations (where electricity is generated) to our 
homes.

11. Increases the voltage of electricity so 
that the energy wasted is reduced. 12. Reduces the voltage so it is safe enough 

to go to our homes so we can use it- 230V 

13. How long it takes to start generating 
electricity in power stations. Gas-fired 
power stations are the fastest and nuclear 
power stations are the longest.



boiler generator

Know this!



(b) acid rain or global warming

burnt

heat

turbine

generator



transformer X reduces the current through the 
transmission cables by INCREASING THE 
VOLTAGE. this reduces the energy loss from 
the cables so it is more efficient.

transformer Y is essential as it reduces the 
voltage to a safe working value for consumers, 
e.g. in homes.



THIS IS AN EXCELLENT ANSWER- REMEMBER 
THIS!!!

coal has chemical energy
when burnt heat/energy 
produced longest
used to boil water/make 
steam sequence
used to turn turbine(s)
which now have ke
turbine(s) turn generator(s)
(where (ke) transferred electrical energy)
(or electrical energy produced )
any 5 for 1 mark each



grid





national grid

increases voltage  (that’s enough to get you 
the mark) so decreases the current so it is 
more efficient



(iii) 2
(b) any one from:
• produces pollutant gases
accept produces carbon dioxide / sulfur
dioxide / nitrogen oxides
accept global warming / greenhouse effect / 
carbon emissions / air pollution / acid rain
ignore ozone layer
do not accept carbon monoxide
• produces solid waste / ash / smoke
accept global dimming
ignore produces pollution

any two from:
• reduces current so reduces energy loss 
(from cables) accept reduces heat loss
• increases efficiency (of distribution)



thermal or heat or kinetic or
movement

electrical



(ii) burning
do not accept heating
accept combustion

photosynthesis for growth
accept plants require sunlight for growth
1
plants change into coal



(b) (i) 1400

generator



(ii) it decreases the current / uses low 
current

or it increases the voltage difference
accept pd for potential difference
1

or uses high voltage / potential difference
smaller the current the smaller the 

energy loss
accept power / heat for energy

(a) (i) small proportion of energy / power
is wasted
accept little / less energy / power / heat is 
wasted
do not accept it wastes no energy / power

or transfers most / more / a lot of energy
power usefully
1





(e) (nuclear) fission

any named biofuel eg wood, ethanol, straw



(a) 1/25 or 1:25 or 0.04



max. 3 advantages (e.g. cheap fuel, good 
availability, saving fossil fuels,
low running costs, reliable, more energy / kg, 
less fuel needed, no 
greenhouse gases emitted, no SO2 causing acid 
rain)

max. 3 disadvantages (e.g. danger to 
health of local community, non 
renewable, high cost of decommissioning, long 
half life of waste 
materials, need for safe storage of waste, high 
cost of commissioning,
danger involved in transporting fuel / waste)
max. 4 marks



a) Using wind (advantage)
any one from
can be used in remote locations
renewable
clean

accept does not cause pollution to the air / land
Using wind (disadvantage)
any one from
does not generate much (electrical) energy

many hundreds wind turbines would be needed
accept many hundreds wind turbines would be needed or too much land would be needed for 
wind farms or wind energy is ‘dilute’

the wind is unreliable
accept the wind does not blow all of the time or the wind is not always strong enough

noise / visual pollution
do not accept just the word pollution

Using coal (advantage)
any one from
can generate electricity all of the time

accept reliable electrical / energy supply
generates a lot of (electrical) energy
Using coal (disadvantage)
any one from
pollution by carbon dioxide / greenhouse gas

accept slow start-up time or production of ash or difficult to transport (coal) or there’s not much 
coal left



20



Chapter 5:
waves



Answer these questions first

1. What is a wave?
2. What is a transverse wave?
3. What is a longitudinal wave?
4. What are electromagnetic waves?
5. What are mechanical waves?
6. What does frequency mean?
7. How do you calculate wave speed?
8. What are the units for frequency?
9. What does reflection mean?
10. What does refraction mean?
11. What does diffraction mean?
12. What is sound?
13. What is pitch?

1. A regular vibration (oscillation) that carries energy2. The oscillations (the vibrations) of the particles are 
perpendicular (at right angles) to the direction in which the wave 
travels.

3. The oscillations (vibrations) of the particles are parallel to the 
direction of travel of the wave

4. A range of waves that all travel at the same speed through a 
vacuum (i.e. In no particles). There are no particles moving in an 
electromagnetic wave. They are all transverse.
5. These types of waves travel through a medium (material). They 
can be transverse or longitudinal and they include things like 
sound waves.

6. The number of waves PER SECOND.
7. Wave speed= frequency x wavelength

8. Hertz9. Reflection occurs when a wave bounces from the surface of an 
obstacle.
None of the properties of a wave are changed by reflection. The 
wavelength, frequency, period and speed are same before and 
after reflection. The only change is the direction in which the 
wave is travelling.

10. Refraction occurs when a wave moves from one material to 
another.
The speed and wavelength are changed by refraction. The 
frequency and period of the wave stay the same. The direction in 
which the wave is travelling may or may not be changed by 
refraction. 

11. Diffraction occurs when a wave passes an edge, passes 
through a narrow gap or goes past an object.
None of the properties of a wave are changed by diffraction. The 
wavelength, frequency, period and speed are same before and 
after diffraction. Again, the only change is the direction in which 
the wave is travelling.
When a wave passes through a gap the diffraction effect is 
greatest when the width of the gap is about the same size as the 
wavelength of the wave.

12. Caused by mechanical vibrations in a substance, and travels as 
a wave. Sound waves travel FASTEST IN SOLIDS. They CANNOT 
travel through a vacuum.

13. The higher the frequency (number of waves per second), the 
higher the pitch of the sound.  This is nothing to do with loudness. 
Loudness is increased by a greater amplitude.



(ii) sound

oscillation

direction



L

N



B

A



the number of waves each second



D

C

B



(i) (wave) speed = frequency × wavelength

325



b

c



ray drawn from tooth to mirror to eye





a) changes the sound wave(s)
to a varying or changing (electric) 

potential difference or p.d. or voltage
or current or to an irregular alternating current 
or a.c. or transfers
sound energy to electrical energy (1) mark is 
vibrations or pulses or of
sound or in air become electrical waves
do not credit just ‘to electricity’ or ‘to a.c’





Chapter 6:
electromagnetic waves



Answer these questions first

1. What is an electromagnetic wave?
2. Which electromagnetic wave has the longest wavelength?
3. Which electromagnetic wave has the highest frequency?
4. What speed do all electromagnetic waves travel at?
5. Which electromagnetic wave can we feel?
6. Which electromagnetic wave can we see?
7. Which electromagnetic waves can be used in communications- e.g. Radio?
8. Which electromagnetic waves can be transmitted through thing glass fibres called 

optical fibres?
9. Why do scientists think that the universe is expanding?
10. What is the Doppler effect?
11. What is the Big Bang theory?
12. What is Cosmic microwave Background radiation?

1. Electric and magnetic disturbances
2. Radio waves 

3. Gamma waves

4. 300million m/s- they all travel at the 
same speed5. Infrared 

6. Visible light
7. Radio and microwaves- because they 
have be divided into different BANDS-
the different bands can be used for 
different communication purposes.

8. Visible light or infrared radiation

9. Light seen from distant galaxies (a 
glaxay is a large collection of stars) has 
been shifted towards the red end of the 
spectrum- i.e. The frequency has 
decreased and the wavelength has 
increased. This is called RED-SHIFT. And 
it suggests that the universe is 
expanding. Think of an ambulance- the 
pitch (frequency) decreases as it gets 
further away. This is what is happening 

10. A change in the frequency of waves 
(e.g. Light or sound waves)

11. If the universe is really expanding, 
scientists believe it must have started at 
a very small point, with a massive 
explosion that they call the Big Bang 
theory.

12. As the universe is expanding, so must 
the wavelegth of the waves. so scientists 
predicted that these must be around the 
microwave length. And when they tested 
to see if this was true, they did in fact 
find microwaves coming from every 
direction in space called- COSMIC 



X-rays – 1 × 10–11

radio – 1500

ultra violet 3 × 10–8

visible – 5 × 10–7



Red-shift



the observed wavelength of the dark line from 
the distant
galaxy has increased
1
therefore the distant galaxy must be moving 
away from the Earth
1
suggesting the Universe is expanding outwards 
from a small
initial point

existence of cosmic microwave background 
radiation
accept existence of CMBR



wavelength (of light) increases
accept answers in terms of frequency decrease
accept wavelength stretched but not wave 
stretched

or wavelength / light moves to red end of 
spectrum
do not accept galaxy moves to the red end of 
the spectrum
do not accept light becomes red / redder

red-shift is evidence / supports idea of 
expanding universe
accept prove for support
1

both theories use the idea / accept / 
explain why the universe is expanding



(ii) (visible) light

infrared



radio(waves)

energy





(b) stars / galaxies / sources emit all / 
different types of electromagnetic waves /
radiation
accept two or more named electromagnetic 
waves
accept answers in terms of frequencies / 
wavelengths

(a) wavelength increases
accept the crests are further apart
ignore waves are further apart
1
frequency decreases
accept pitch decreases
ignore references to amplitude
1



(i) 400 000 000





(b) the wavelength increases
1
the frequency decreases

Doppler effect



(ii) 300 000 000 / 3 × 108

(i) absorbed by water / water heated
1

hot water heats (rest of) food / idea of 
particle vibration



X-rays
infra 

red 
(rays)

radio 
(waves)



energy



C or 0.18 mm


